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 Electric vehicles are becoming more demanding these days. In this project 

the possibility of using Ackerman steering with electric drive servomotor is 

explained. Scalability is the advantage of using this mechanism which can be 

adopted for four-wheel vehicle system as well. The objective of this project 

is to do design a system using Ackerman steering which determines the 

maximum and minimum angle of the turning of the wheels. It also avoids the 

front tire slippage and activates pure rolling. Ackermannisteering geometry is 

a geometric arrangementiof linkages in the steering of a car or otherivehicle 

designed to solve the problemiof wheels on the inside and outside of a turn 

needing toitrace out circles of differentiradii. The geometricallsolution to this 

is for all wheels to have their axleslarranged as radii of circles with a 

commonlcentre point. As the rear wheelsiare fixed, this centrelpoint must be 

on a linelextended from the rear axle. Intersectinglthe axes of the front 

wheels on this line as welllrequires that the insidelfront wheel be turned, 

whenlsteering, through a greaterlangle than the outsidelwheel. The 

microcontroller used in this project is ATMega16 andlmax232 is used for the 

serial dataltransmission. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to increased uses of vehicles and transportation the research of vehicle’s stability and 

controllability are demanded [1]. The past researcheslwere based on proper mechanical systems only.  

The conventional accessories of mechanical link are now being replaced by the electronic link by signal 

modules [2]-[5]. The heavy equipments present in the vehicle are now being replaced by the microcontroller 

signals, and servo motors to obtain characteristicldata and to advance the performance of electric 

vehiclelsystem, the research of modellinglwhich replace mechanicllinkage system by electroniclsignal 

system is activelrecently [6]-[9].  

The mechanical steering is a combination on worm gear and nut [10]. The turning angle is 

determined by the pitch movement and pitch length and the rotation of the steering and with the gear ratio the 

wheel rotate about its vertical axis [11]-[14]. This system contains frictional losses and also an offset can be 

seen but if replaced with electronic system it will get a feedback system and the least count (L.C) of 1/10th of 

a micron which is very small as an offset [15]. The mechanical gears and nuts can be replaced by industrial 

grade servo’s and an electronic feedback system which takes an Analog input from the steering wheel find 

the angle of the steering wheel and using the Ackermann’s geometry we can find out the angle of rotation of 
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the wheel and also the radius or curvature of turning for the car and the individual wheels [16]-[18]. The 

Figure 1 shows the Ackerman steering positioning.  

To achieve truelrolling for a four wheeledlvehicle moving on a curveditrack, the lines drawn 

through each of the fourlwheel axes must intersect at the instantaneouslcentre [19]. The actuallposition the 

instantaneous centrelconstantly changes due to the alternation of the frontlwheel angularlpositions to correct 

the steeredlvehicle’s path. Since both rear wheelslare fixed on the same axis but the frontlwheel axles are 

independent of each other, the instantaneouslcentres lies somewhere along an imaginarylextended line drawn 

throughlthe axis of the rearlaxle [20]-[22]. 

The Ackermannlprinciple is based on the two frontlsteered wheels beinglpivoted at the ends of an 

axle-beam. The originallAckermann linkage has parallellset track-rod-arms, so that both steeredlwheels 

swivel at equallangles [23]-[26]. Consequently, the intersectinglprojection lines do not meet at one point. If 

both front wheels are free to followltheir own naturallpaths, they wouldlconverge and eventuallylcross each 

other. Since the vehicle moves along a singlelmean path, both wheel trackslconflict continuouslylwith each 

otherlcausing tyre slipland tread scrub. Subsequentlmodified linkage uses inclinedltrack-rod arms so that the 

innerlwheel swivels about its king-pinlslightly more than the outerlwheel. Hence the lines drawnlthrough the 

stub-axles convergelat a single pointlsomewhere along the rear-axlelprojection. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Ackerman steering positioning  

 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The basic working of the Ackermann electronic steering is done using two servo motors and an 

absolute encoder, which in this case is a potentiometer and a 1.2 kg/cm torque servo motor, one servo motor 

for each wheel. The mathematical model of this steering includes the angle of rotation of the steering wheel 

thus getting angle of rotation of each wheel. The angle of rotation of each wheel is different as each wheel 

points towards the same center of radius of curvature thus making individual hypotenuse different in length. 

The angle of each wheel depends on the length and the width of the car and the radius of curvature of 

individual wheel. These equations can further be used to model electronic differential. The variable voltage 

input from the potentiometer gives the angle of rotation of the wheel, this angle then is used to find the angle 

of rotation of left wheel and right wheel and also the radius of curvature. 

The simplestlconnection betweenla PC andlmicrocontroller requires a minimumlof three pins, RxD 

(receiver, pin2), TxDl (transmitter, pin3) and ground (pin5) of the seriallport of computer. TxD pinlof serial 

port connectslto RxD pin of controllerlvia MAX232. And similarly, RxD pinlof serial portlconnects to the 

TxD pin of controllerlthrough MAX232. Block diagram of Ackerman steering is shown in Figure 2. 

MAX232 has two sets of lineldrivers for transferring andlreceiving data. The line drivers used for 

transmissionlare called T1land T2, where as the line drivers forlreceiver are designatedlas R1 and R2. The 

rate at which the serial data is being transferred is called the baud rate. The interfacing is done as first the 

baud rate is selected and the corresponding urban disaster risk reduction (UDRR) value is written to set up a 

baud rate at ATMega16 microcontroller. Pin diagram of ATMega16 is shown in Figure 3. Universal 

synchronous asynchronous receiver transmitter (USART) is initialized by turning on transmission circuitry 

and selecting the no of stop bits. The size of the data is selected and value of UDDR is set as baud rate. The 

data is received from the USART flag is monitored. RXC (type of receiver) flag is high when there is a stop 

bit signal therefore the data is loaded.  
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Figure 2. Block diagram of Ackerman steering 

 

Figure 3. Pin diagram of ATMega16 

 

 

3. CONTROL TECHNIQUE 

ATMega16 is an 8-bit highlperformancelmicrocontroller of Atmel’s MegalAVR family with 

lowlpower consumption. ATMega16 is based on enhancedl reducedlinstruction setlcomputing (RISC) 

architecture with 131 powerfuliinstructions. Most of the instructionslexecute in one machineicycle [24]-[26]. 

ATMega16 can work on a maximumlfrequency of 16vMHz. ATMega16 hasl16 kb programmablelflash 

memory, staticlRAM of 1 KB and electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) of 512 

Bytes. The endurancelcycle of flash memoryland EEPROM is 10,000land 100,000, respectively. Interfacing 

of ATmega16 with Ackerman steering is shown in Figure 4. ATMega16 is a 40 pinlmicrocontroller. There 

are 32 input/output (I/O) lineslwhich are dividedlinto four 8-bit portsldesignated as PORTA, PORTC and 

PORTD (pin numbers). ATMega16 haslvarious in-builtiperipherals like USART and analog to digital converter 

(ADC). Each I/O pin has an alternativeltask related to in-builtlperipherals. The following Table 1lshows various 

angles are obtained from Ackerman steering. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Interfacing of ATMega16 with Ackerman steering 
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Table 1. Various angles are obtained from Ackerman steering  
delta Ro d1 d2 Rleft Rright 

80 0.277665 1.02228 -1.19987 1.527665 -0.97233 

75 -5.94246 -0.48952 -0.33452 -4.69246 -7.19246 
70 2.045894 0.648931 1.262584 3.295894 0.795894 

65 -1.70064 -1.39246 -0.70291 -0.45064 -2.95064 

60 7.811514 0.269195 0.364029 9.061514 6.561514 
55 -0.05533 1.125011 -1.0896 1.19467 -1.30533 

50 -9.19454 -0.30487 -0.23494 -7.94454 -10.4445 

45 1.543424 0.730023 1.453961 2.793424 0.293424 
40 -2.23771 -1.19454 -0.62191 -0.98771 -3.48771 

35 5.276324 0.365822 0.555655 6.526324 4.026324 

30 -0.3903 1.239584 -0.99013 0.8597 -1.6403 
25 -18.7229 -0.14211 -0.12452 -17.4729 -19.9729 

20 1.117488 0.812615 -1.51784 2.367488 -0.13251 

15 -2.92058 -0.98171 -0.54001 -1.67058 -4.17058 
10 3.855878 0.455319 0.764665 5.105878 2.605878 

5 -0.73953 1.369378 -0.89861 0.510468 -1.98953 

 

 

In this project the two servomotors are connected to two wheels which determine the angle of rotation 

by the variation of voltage through the potentiometer. On turning the speed, the inner wheel slows down and 

speed of the outer wheel rises up in proportional to the actual angular velocity. A positional encoder is used for 

the steering, which gives us the angle of turning of the car. As it takes turn both the front wheels point out to 

same center C of turning making their radius from C. thus forming angle from normal different. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The objective was determining the angle of the wheels which is done by ackerman’s principle. The 

results of the angle are obtained by using serial data transmission by max232 using the microcontroller 

ATMega16. The readings shown in the computer is determined by using the frequency of oscillator, prescalar 

and frequency which is equal to 50 Hz. It takes the data from microcontroller and sends it through USART. 

The above experiment and theory can also be applicable for the 4-wheel driving vehicle. 

Ackermannlgeometry is to avoidlthe need for tires to slip sidewayslwhen following the path around a curve. 
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